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Abstract. Assessing and monitoring rangelands in arid regions are important and essential 

tasks in order to manage the desired regions. Nowadays, satellite images are used as an 

approximately economical and fast way to study the vegetation in a variety of scales. This 

research aims to estimate the coverage percent using the digital data given by ETM
+
 

Landsat satellite. In late May and early June 2018, the vegetation was measured in 

Ardakan plain, Yazd province, Iran. Information was obtained by 320 plots in 40 transects 

and also, the satellite images in terms of sampling time were downloaded and processed in 

USGS website. 16 indices involving NDVI, NIR, MSI, SS, IR1, MIRV1, NVI, TVI, RAI, 

SAVI, LWC, PD322, PD321, PD312, PD311 and IR2 were estimated. Through estimating 

the indices and extracting the values in order to conduct index-based predictions, six data 

mining models of Artificial Neural Network (ANN), the K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), 

Gaussian Process (GP), Linear Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 

Decision Tree (DT M5) have been applied. Model assessment results indicated high 

vegetation estimate efficiency based on the indices but the model KNN with Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE= 2.520) and Coefficient of determination (R
2
= 0.94) and (RMSE= 

2.872 and R
2
= 0.96) had the highest accuracy in the training and data sets, respectively. As 

well, to determine the weight and importance of parameters, and to estimate the coverage 

percent, the weighing process were conducted based on support vector machine. Weighing 

results indicated that the KNN model and the Simple Subtraction (SS) index had higher 

weight and importance in terms of vegetation percent.  
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Introduction 
Almost 86 million ha (55%) of Iran's 

regions are rangelands (Azarnivand et al., 

2012). Vegetation in each region is one 

of the most important nature phenomena 

and the best guide to judge the regional 

ecology (Kent, 2011). The coverage 

percent as one of important factors is the 

ratio of the surface covered with plants to 

the total surface expressed as percentage 

in order to study the plants on the ground 

surface quantitatively (Zhang et al., 

2003). Considering the importance of 

coverage percent determination and its 

applications, plenty of methods l 

ike field harvest technique and satellite 

images have been developed to estimate 

the variable. Coverage percent 

determination using conventional 

methods not only does not give insight 

into total region vegetation but also is 

costly and time consuming. In addition, it 

may be a large number of human errors 

in determining the coverage percent using 

conventional methods. Nowadays, 

satellite data provide a comprehensive 

perspective in terms of time and place 

(Darvishzadeh et al., 2012). Thus, having 

no access to range data at some scales 

may explain the use of remote sensing 

techniques; it is able to provide the 

required information to assess the 

vegetation in all the regions. Vegetation 

studies are regarded as the first ones 

conducted by satellite data in natural 

resources management (Booth and 

Tueller, 2003). 
 One of the common ways to estimate 

the coverage percent is the use of satellite 

images and vegetation indices and several 

indices with different results based on the 

region type have been given (Matkan et 

al., 2011). These indices are a 

mathematical function of few bands of 

digital satellite images; the significant 

difference of vegetation reflections is 

used in blue, red, green and infrared 

wavelengths. The indices are in the form 

of simple mathematical operations like 

subtraction and multiplication or other 

linear compounds and change the value 

of each pixel to a number in different 

bands (Matsushita et al., 2007).   

 Literature review has shown that the 

application of indices can be an 

appropriate way to estimate the 

vegetation. One of the studies in this 

regard has been done by Lawrence and 

Ripple (1998) in order to compare the 

vegetation indices by the means of TM 

satellite images in Washington. Results 

have indicated that NDVI with R
2
 (0.65) 

can be applied for the estimate of 

coverage percent. 

 Another study conducted by Baugh 

and Groeneveld (2009) using TM images 

in arid regions, Colorado, USA has 

shown that coverage percent could be 

estimated by NDVI and images time 

series with R
2
 as 0.77. Darvishzadeh et 

al. (2012) estimate the coverage percent 

in Sheitoor Region, Bafgh, Yazd 

province, Iran and reported that plant 

indices which were computed by the soil 

line coefficients were of more precision 

(RMSE= 0.03 and R
2
= 0.63) and were 

able to indicate the coverage percent in 

arid regions. Najafian et al. (2012) tried 

to identify the unknown spectral 

phenomena among integrated data of 

ALI+ ASTER satellite images and 

hyperspectral Hyperion ones based on 

correlation coefficient method in 

Sarcheshmeh, Iran and concluded that the 

NDVI index has had a critical role in 

assessing the vegetation of Iran's 

rangelands. Rahdari et al. (2012) studied 

the capability of satellite data in 

preparing vegetation crown percent maps 

in Mooteh habitat, Iran and concluded 

that the TSAV1, NDVI and RVA indices 

had high correlation coefficients. Alishah 

Aratboni et al. (2013) used satellite 

images to draw vegetation map of 

Sorkhabad rangelands in Mazandaran, 

Iran and reported that the used NDVI and 

RVI indices had the highest correlation 

coefficients as 0.70 and 0.74, 

respectively. Jabari et al. (2016) prepared 

the coverage percent map in Semirom, 
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Isfahan, Iran using digital data of AWIFS 

sensor and suggested that the SAVI index 

was of the highest correlation coefficient 

given as 0.74. Lawrence and Ripple 

(1997) compared the indices by the 

means of TM satellite images in 

Washington. Results have indicated that 

NDVI and R
2
 (0.65) were more likely to 

be used for the coverage percent estimate. 

Another study conducted by Baugh and 

Groeneveld (2009) using TM images in 

arid regions, Colorado, USA has shown 

that coverage percent could be estimated 

by NDVI and images time series with R
2
 

as 0.77. 

 One of the newest techniques to 

predict and estimate climate parameters, 

hydrology and natural phenomena is data 

mining technique (Chang et al., 2015; 

Rasouli et al., 2012). The technique is 

able to consider the relationship between 

various variables to classify or predict the 

desired parameters based on 

computational intelligence. Nowadays, 

using the above-mentioned technique in 

estimating the plant properties such as 

vegetation can be effective. For instance, 

using the artificial neural networks is one 

of the methods to compute the coverage 

percent. Carpenter et al. (1999) applied 

the artificial neural networks to prepare 

the vegetation map. Matkan et al. (2011) 

reviewed the usage efficiency of satellite 

images and artificial neural networks for 

coverage percent estimate in arid regions 

and concluded that the artificial neural 

networks may estimate the coverage 

percent with suitable precision and 

accuracy (RMSE= 0.02, R
2
= 0.74). 

 Regarding the importance of coverage 

percent estimate and its variations trend 

review in different years, it is necessary 

to develop new and efficient methods 

without field operations in order to have 

an acceptable accuracy at minimal cost. 

Today, data mining techniques are 

considered as intelligence tools to 

communicate between different factors 

and prediction of vegetation parameters. 

The purpose of this study was to 

performance the evaluation of data 

mining techniques and satellite indicators 

in estimating percent vegetation cover. 

Therefore, in this study, two remote 

sensing and data mining techniques have 

been combined. At first, actual data in 

terms of coverage percent were gathered 

through field visits and operations and 

afterwards, satellite images based upon 

the given equations were extracted by 

satellite images in relation to vegetation 

indices sampling period. An appropriate 

data set involving six models such as 

artificial neural network, the nearest 

neighbor, Gaussian process, linear 

regression, support vector machine and 

decision tree was developed to model the 

coverage percent.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Study area 

The study area is located at 53º 15´ to 54º 

50´ E latitude and 31º 15´ to 32º 15´ N 

longitude in Ardakan- Yazd plain and 

Nadoushan, Yazd province, Iran. The 

plain is one of the widest plains in Yazd 

and surrounded by Shirkoh Mountains in 

west and southwest and Kharanaq 

Mountains in east. Mean precipitation is 

low and irregular estimated as 118 mm 

and evaporation is 2200-3200 mm. The 

plain area is almost 4117 km
2
 and has the 

biggest ground water reservoir in Yazd 

province. Dominant species is Artemisia 

sieberi. The location of the study area is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Study area location 

 

Sampling Method 
Sampling has been done with respect to 

plant growth season in late April and 

early June 2018 when the coverage 

percent was at its maximum rate. First, 

the whole area was visited and then, 10 

zones were sampled concerning the plant 

type and coverage percent. The zones 

have been selected with regard to the 

variety of Artemisia coverage percent. In 

each zone, four 150 m transects (2 

transects in the slope direction and 2 

transects perpendicular to slope) and 

eight 2m
2
 plots on each transect were 

established. Central coordinates of each 

plot were recorded by GPS and plot 

information including coverage percent 

was written concerning all the species 

existing in the plot in the related forms. 
 

Satellite data 
In this research, OLI

1
 sensor images of 

Landsat8 taken on 27th May, 2018 were 

applied. Also, some atmospheric and 

radiometric corrections were 

implemented on the images to remove the 

errors. 
 

                                                           
1- Operational Land Imager 

Atmospheric correction 

Atmospheric correction is necessary 

when the energy amounts emitted from 

the things or signal intensity sent from 

the things is less than atmospheric 

effects. It is the most important part 

before processing the remote sensing 

images, especially when comparing and 

analyzing the multiple time images; as 

well, it is considerably important for 

multi-spectrum recording systems like 

Landsat satellite sensing scanners which 

record the information in visible and 

infrared spectrum and mainly is affected 

by the atmospheric absorption on visible 

and infrared bands (Wei et al., 2018). 
Atmospheric correction was performed 

by dimming algorithm, for this purpose, 

the Dark Subtraction function of ENVI
2
 

software was used. 
 

Radiometric correction 

Radiometric corrections involve those 

implemented on grey degrees and try to 

compensate the errors with the change of 

amounts separately (pixel to pixel). They 

must be implemented by varying the 

perspective, lighting, geometric view, 

                                                           
2- The Environment for Visualizing Images 
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weather conditions and sensing noise. 

They depend on sensors features and data 

collection conditions (Pons et al., 2014). 

In order to perform radiometric 

correction, ENVI's radiometric 

calibration function was used.  
 

Vegetation indices 

Vegetation indices present a variety of 

multi-spectrum satellite data compounds 

to produce an image in relation to 

vegetation status (Eastman, 1995). Red 

and near infrared bands are mostly used 

to estimate the indices due to plant 

pigments absorption property like 

chlorophyll which leads to low reflection 

of plants in red band and intense 

reflection in the infrared band of 

electromagnet spectrum (Jafari et al., 

2011). Table 1 presents the equations 

related to plant indices in the study. Figs. 

2 to 5 show the map of the calculated 

indices. 

 

Table 1. The plant indices used in present research (Rock et al., 1986; Leblon, 1993; Boyd et al., 1996; 

Foody et al., 2001; Pettorelli et al., 2005; Arzani and King, 2008) 
No Index Name Abbreviation Formula 

1 Near Infrared Ratio  NIR TM4/TM3 

2 Moisture Stress Index  MSI TM5/TM4 

3 Leaf Water Content (Mid- IR-Index)  LWC TM5/TM7 

4 Normalized Vegetation Index  NVI (TM4-TM3)/ (TM4+TM3) 

5 Transformed Vegetation Index  TVI (TM5-TN3)/ (TM5+TM3) 

6 Infrared Index  IR1 (TM4-TM5)/ (TM4+TM5) 

7 Reflectance Absorption Index  RAI TM4/ (TM3+TM5) 

8 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index  NDVI (TM5-TM4)/ (TM5+TM4) 

9 Potential Different Index  PD311 TM3-TM1 

10 Potential Different Index PD312 (TM3-TM1)/ (TM3+TM1) 

11 Potential Different Index  PD321 TM3-TM2 

12 Potential Different Index PD322 (TM3-TM2)/ (TM3+TM2) 

13 Simple Subtraction Index  SS TM4-TM3 

14 Infrared Index IR2 (TM4-TM7) /(TM4+TM7) 

15 Modified Infrared Ratio Vegetation Index  MIRV1 (TM7-TM3)/ (TM7+TM3) 

16 Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index  SAVI [(TM5-TM4)/ (TM5+TM4+L)]*(1+L) 

TM: Thematic Mapper 
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Fig. 2. Satellite Image Index Map (Infrared Index (IR1, IR2), LWC, MIRV1) 
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Fig. 3. Satellite Image Index Map (MSI, NDVI, NIR, NVI) 
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Fig. 4. Satellite Image Index Map (PD311, PD312, PD321, PD322)  
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Fig. 5. Satellite Image Index Map (RAI, SAVI, SS, TVI) 

 

Data mining technique 
Data mining technique has been known 

as a stage of extracted knowledge process 

which is divided in to three phases 

including data preprocessing, data mining 

and extracted knowledge process. Often, 
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before implementing data mining 

algorithms, it is essential to preprocess 

data such as data collection, data 

resources unifying, data clearing, 

continuous to discrete quantities 

conversion, suitable features selection 

and data volume reduction (Han et al., 

2011). In this study, data have been 

divided into two training and test sets and 

models were examined in two modes. In 

order to implement the models in the 

training data set, indices of satellite 

images as model input and data of 

coverage percent as model output were 

first introduced to the model. Then, in 

each model, a suitable structure was 

addressed to estimate the plant coverage 

percent. Each model has a different 

structure and regulating parameters. 

Afterwards, determining the best 

structure concerning each model 

contributes to introduce the test data set 

into the model, which only involves the 

inputs. Based on the evaluation criteria, 

the results have been investigated. Each 

model structure and the evaluation 

criteria have been summarized. Applied 

data mining algorithms are as follows: 

 

a) Nearest neighbor 

The nearest neighbor is one of the 

variable classification methods based on 

their similarities, which classifies data 

patterns without any need to 

predetermined patterns. It seeks to 

specify the data point features with 

respect to the nearest neighbor 

characteristics. One of the best 

classifications is the nearest neighbor k 

classification which attributes the test 

sample to a class with the most votes 

among the nearest neighbors K. KNN 

classification is a simple and applicable 

method due to high understanding and no 

need to data assumptions (Bashiri et al., 

2018). In the conducted study, the model 

was the best model due to the number of 

k given as 3 based on Mixed Euclidean 

distance to do predictions.  

 

b) Artificial neural networks 

Neural networks are dynamic systems 

which transfer knowledge or hidden law 

beyond data to the network structure 

through processing experimental data. 

The systems learn the general laws by 

new and primary data computations and 

are regarded as intelligent systems. 

Information processing in neural 

networks is done by a method similar to 

human brain. The network is consisted of 

lots of processing elements called 

neurons working in a parallel form 

(Zarkogianni et al., 2011). Intelligent 

neural networks can discover the aspects 

hidden in science and relations hidden in 

data by analyzing data and relationships 

between actual inputs and outputs. The 

knowledge is inferred by attributing 

weights to neural network (Su, 1994). In 

the study model, 6 hidden layers and 700 

training cycles with memento estimated 

as 0.1 had the best performance. 

 

c) Gaussian process 

The Gaussian process is a strong non-

parametric machine learning method to 

develop comprehensive probabilistic 

models by real world issues. It is a 

random process consisted of random 

amounts in each point in one time or 

location domain so that each random 

variable has a normal distribution. 

Furthermore, each finite set involving 

random variables has multivariate normal 

distribution. Gaussian processes expand 

multivariate Gaussian distributions to 

infinite dimensions. Formally, a Gaussian 

process produces data located in this 

spectrum so that each finite domain 

subset follows a multivariate Gaussian 

distribution (Rasmussen and Williams, 

2006; Asadi et al., 2017). In the Gaussian 

process model, it has been shown that the 

model with 200 max-basis vectors and 

Laplace Kernel function was of the best 

structure.  
 

d) Linear regression 
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Linear regression model is applied in the 

most time series predictions. Prediction 

variables involve a linear function of one 

or more independent variables (predictor) 

and an error. By applying a linear relation 

between independent variables 

(predictor), prediction process will be 

possible with the lowest error (Rajaee et 

al., 2011). 
 

e) Decision tree 

One of the popular classifications is 

decision tree which is simple and 

possible to interpret the results. It is able 

to produce understandable descriptions 

out of relations existing in a data set and 

enables the predictions in the form of 

laws with suitable fitness concerning the 

statistical parameters. It is applied for 

discrete functions and error data and 

contributes to discover knowledge 

(Balouchi et al., 2015). A decision tree is 

an appropriate classification model using 

data sets (David et al., 2013). 
 

f) Support vector machine 

This algorithm is a non-parametric 

statistical learning method which was 

first developed by Vapnik (1995). In fact, 

it is a binary classifier which tries to 

create hyperplane with the most distance 

from two classes using an optimum 

algorithm in learning stage. One of the 

most important aspects in summarizing 

the algorithm is that all the training points 

are not applied to determine the decision 

making border and only a few points 

called support vector with the lowest 

distance to ultrasound are used to define 

the border (Mountrakis et al., 2011). The 

model with radial kernel and kernel 

Gama 1 functions as well as 200 kernel 

cycles has the best structure. 

Model performance assessment 
Investigating the model performance and 

comparing the prediction power are 

necessary to assess the performance of 

networks. In this research, in addition to 

drawing the graphs of observation values 

against prediction ones by models, 

quantitative indices like Correlation 

Coefficient (R), Coefficient of 

Determination (R
2
) and Root Mean- 

Square Error (RMSE) are used. 
 

Parameters and indices weighing 
All the input parameters do not have 

uniform impact and importance. Some 

parameters have more correlation and 

relation to model output and considerably 

affect the predictions. Parameters 

weighing is one of data mining 

techniques. In this study, the support 

vector machine is used for weighing and 

the algorithm determines the normal 

vector coefficients of one linear support 

vector machine as the weight of property 

(Sani Abade et al., 2017).  
 

Results 
According to the conducted samplings, 

the most important range species are as 

follows. 

Artemisia sieberi, Seidlitzia rosmainus, 

Alhagi Camelorum, Noaea mucronate, 

Fortuynia bungei, Pteropyrum aucheri, 

Convolvulus sp., Astragalus sp., Scariola 

orientalis, Eurotia ceratoides 

Reviewing the statistical summary of 

training data and test data has indicated 

that the IR
2
 index had the most 

coefficients of variations and the RAI 

index was of the least coefficient. Results 

have been summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistical summary of training and test data 
Test set  Training set Indices 

CV SD Mean  CV SD Mean  

0.307 0.0211 0.069  0.281 0.0197 0.070 Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) 

0.023 0.0116 0.498  0.021 0.0104 0.497 Reflectance Absorption Index (RAI) 

0.290 0.0170 0.059  0.301 0.0178 0.059 Potential Different Index (PD322) 

0.392 0.0094 0.024  0.408 0.0099 0.024 Potential Different Index (PD321) 

0.472 0.0272 0.058  0.483 0.0282 0.059 Potential Different Index (PD312) 

0.566 0.0135 0.024  0.578 0.0140 0.024 Potential Different Index (PD311) 

-0.256 0.0220 -0.086  -0.231 0.0202 -0.088 Infrared Index (IR1) 

-1.239 0.0592 -0.048  -1.268 0.0650 -0.051 Infrared Index (IR2) 

0.139 0.1513 1.091  0.152 0.1652 1.087 Leaf Water Content (Mid- IR-Index) (LWC) 

0.388 0.0567 0.146  0.412 0.0617 0.150 Modified Infrared Ratio Vegetation Index (MIRV1) 

0.256 0.0220 0.086  0.231 0.0202 0.088 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 

0.045 0.0538 1.189  0.041 0.0492 1.193 Moisture Stress Index (MSI) 

0.024 0.0300 1.221  0.025 0.0310 1.222 Near Infrared Ratio (NIR) 

0.121 0.0120 0.100  0.125 0.0124 0.100 Normalized Vegetation Index (NVI) 

0.157 0.0287 0.184  0.150 0.0279 0.186 Transformed Vegetation Index (TVI) 

0.255 0.0121 0.047  0.267 0.0127 0.048 Simple Subtraction Index (SS) 

 

     At first, models were implemented on 

training data set and through regulating 

the parameters; the best structure was 

specified for models suggesting more 

appropriate results. Results achieved by 

implementing the models on training data 

have been presented in Table 3. Results 

have indicated that the KNN model with 

the RMSE= 2.520 and R
2
= 0.94 had 

higher precision and the SVM model 

with RMSE= 9.389 and R
2
= 0.39 had the 

lowest precision in estimating the 

coverage percent. 

 

Table 3. Training results of different models 

MODEL Abbreviation RMSE R2 R 

Artificial Neural Network ANN 7.215 0.622 0.788 

K Nearest Neighbor KNN 2.520 0.945 0.972 

Gaussian process GP 6.816 0.679 0.824 

Linear Regression LR 6.769 0.485 0.696 

Support Vector Machine SVM 9.389 0.399 0.631 

Decision Tree (M5) DT M5 4.430 0.826 0.909 

 

Distribution of estimated and actual values has been given in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of estimated and actual values in terms of coverage percentage for training results: A) 

Artificial Neural Network, B) the Nearest Neighbor, C) Gaussian process, D) Linear Regression, E) Support 

Vector Machine and F) Decision Tree M5 

 

Results of models implementation on test 

data have been presented in Table 4 

indicating that the KNN model with 

RMSE= 2.872 and R
2
= 0.96 was of the 

highest precision and the SVM model 

with RMSE= 11.423 and R
2
= 0.36 had 

the lowest precision in estimating the 

coverage percent. 
 

Table 4. Test results for different models 

MODEL Abbreviation RMSE R2 R 

Artificial Neural Network ANN 7.869 0.796 0.892 

K Nearest Neighbor KNN 2.872 0.960 0.979 

Gaussian process GP 8.242 0.691 0.831 

Linear Regression LR 8.316 0.706 0.840 

Support Vector Machine SVM 11.423 0.368 0.606 

Decision Tree (M5) DT M5 5.838 0.771 0.878 
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Distribution of estimated and actual values has been given in Fig. 7. 

 
 

  

  
Fig. 7. Distribution of estimated and actual values in terms of coverage percentage for test result: A) 

Artificial Neural Network, B) the Nearest Neighbor, C) Gaussian process, D) Linear Regression, E) Support 

Vector Machine and F) Decision Tree M5 

 

Weighing results 
Applying various indices on satellite 

images in the region has suggested that 

among the studied indices, the SS and 

VNIR1 indices had the highest and 

lowest weight and impact on measuring 

the coverage percent, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Weighing graph using support vector machine (See Table 1 for the full name of indices) 

 

Discussion 
Vegetation is one of the most important 

ecosystem components and knowing the 

coverage percent is necessary to conduct 

the environmental and natural resources 

studies. In this paper, field harvest was 

first done and satellite images were taken 

from USGS website coincidentally. This 

coincidence considerably affected the 

accuracy of maps drawn by satellite 

images and the images were corrected 

atmospherically and radiometrically 

while obtaining vegetation indices. 

Studying the data weighing has shown 

that the SS index was of the most 

precision in coverage percent estimate. 

Using vegetation indices in various 

regions has given various results. 

Najafian et al. (2012) suggested using the 

NDVI index to assess the vegetation. 

Jabari et al. (2016) have shown that the 

SAVI index had the highest correlation 

coefficient. Lawrence and Ripple (1998) 

applied the satellite TM images and 

reported that the NDVI index with 

(R
2
=0.65) could estimate the coverage 

percent. Therefore, it is necessary to 

assess the different indices in different 

fields to estimate the plant coverage. 

 Another method to compute coverage 

percent is data mining technique. Results 

indicated that k nearest neighbor was of 

the best performance and most 

correlation; Carpenter et al. (1999) 

utilized the ANN to give a vegetation 

map and also, Matkan et al. (2011) found 

that the ANN was able to estimate 

coverage percent with high precision. 

Since timely access to field data is 

difficult and limited for studying and 

monitoring vegetation at global and 

regional scales and coverage percent 

estimate with the conventional method 

involving total vegetation estimate is time 

consuming and gives no accurate 

information, the remote sensing 

technology is greatly useful and superior 

to other methods due to providing a 

comprehensive and uniform perspective, 

repeatability, information collection ease, 

high information precision and time 

saving. On the other hand, in lots of 

regions with respect to inaccessible 

former vegetation information, it is not 

plausible to investigate the vegetation 

variations using conventional methods 

but remote sensing data pave the way to 

study the desired variations and indicate 

the importance of the data usage in the 

range researches. Data mining technique 

has not been considerably utilized in 

vegetation estimate but this paper 

demonstrates that the technique is able to 

estimate the coverage percent with high 

precision; therefore, it is recommended to 

apply the mentioned technique to 

estimate the coverage percent. 
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مراتع ) درصد پوشش خمیندر ت یکاو داده یها تمیو الگور یرقوم یها کاربرد داده
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مناطق بهه   نیا تیریجهت مد یاز موارد مهم و ضرور یکیمراتع مناطق خشک  شیو پا یابیارز. چکیده

جهت مطالعه پوشش  عیو سر نهینسبتا کم هز یبه عنوان روش یا وارهماه ریامروزه از تصاو. دآی یحساب م

از  فادهپوشش بها اسهت   زانیم نیتخم ق،یتحق نیهدف از ا. شود یمتفاوت استفاده م های اسیدر مق یاهیگ

+سنجنده  یرقوم های داده
ETM  ماه  بهشتیدر اواخر ارد یاهیدرصد پوشش گ. باشد یم 0ماهواره لندست

برداشهت  . قهرار گرفهت   یریه گ اردکهان مهورد انهدازه    -زدیه در منطقه دشت  7931 اه سالخرداد م لیو اوا

 ریتصهاو  نیچنه ترانسهکت انجهام گرفتهه و هم    28در طهول   افتهه یپهلات اسهتقرار    948اطلاعات در قالب 

انجهام   ریتصهاو  یلازم بهر رو  های دانلود و پردازش USGS تیاز سا برداری مربوط به زمان نمونه ای ماهواره

، NDVI ،NIR ،MSI ،SS ،IR1 ،MIRV1،NVI  ،TVI ،RAI ،SAVI ،LWCشهامل   جرایههشهاخ    71 .شهد 

PD322 ،PD321 ،PD312 ،PD311  وIR2 آنهها،   ریاسهتخراج مقهاد   و ها با محاسبه شاخ . دیمحاسبه گرد

 نیتهر  کینزد ،(ANN)ی مصنوع یشبکه عصب کاوی دادهها از شش مدل  شاخ  یبر مبنا ینیب شیجهت پ

و درخهت   (SVM) بانیپشهت  بهردار  نیماش ،(LR)ی خط ونیرگرس ،(GP)ی گوس ندیفرآ ،(KNN) هیهمسا

 یبرآورد پوشش بر مبنها  یبالا کارایی دهنده نشان ها مدل یابیارز جینتا. استفاده شد (DT)ی رگی میتصم

ا برابهر به   RMSE میهانگین مربعهات خطها    آمهوزش بها   یها در مجموعه داده KNNاما مدل بوده  ها شاخ 

 بیو ضهر  014/4برابهر بها    RMSEتسهت بها    یها و در مجموعه داده 32/8با  برابر نییعت بیو ضر 048/4

 تیوزن و اهم نییجهت تع نهمچنی. ندبود ها مدل رینسبت به سا یدقت بالاتر یدارا 31/8برابر با  نییعت

 بانیپشهت  بهردار  نیمهدل ماشه   یبهر مبنها   دهی وزن ندیجهت برآورد درصد پوشش فرآ ارامترهااز پ کیهر

در  یشهتر یب تیه وزن و اهم یدارا SSو شهاخ    KNNنشان داد که مهدل   یده وزن جینتا. صورت گرفت

 .برآورد درصد پوشش منطقه داشته است
 

+سنجنده  ،سنجش از دور های شاخ  ،کاوی درصد پوشش، داده :کلمات کلیدی
ETM 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 


